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Today we’re excited to bring you two odes by Pablo Neruda in beautiful translations by Martín
Espada. Neruda published three collections of odes, aiming to praise the simple objects and find
beauty in unexpected places. But make no mistake: Ode to the Chair is in fact an anti-war poem,
while Ode to Walt Whitman is a song in praise for the simple man. Espada is a master of
language and he delights in the playfulness and verve of these poems. Enjoy.
—Claudia Serea and Loren Kleinman
Ode to the Chair
A chair in the jungle:
a sacred tree-trunk creaks
beneath the tough lianas,
the climbing vines rise up,
blood-stained beasts
howl from the shadows,
big leaves fall from the green sky,
the serpent shakes
his dry rattles,
a bird crosses the foliage
like an arrow fired at a flag,
the branches raise their violins,
the insects
perched on their flowers
pray motionlessly,
our feet sink
in
the black seaweed
of a jungle sea,
the fallen clouds of the jungle,
and all I ask
for the foreigner,
for the desperate explorer,
is a chair
from the tree of chairs,
a plush and disheveled
throne,
the velvet of a big easychair
devoured by climbing vines.
Yes,
a chair that loves the universe

for the man who walks and walks,
a solid
foundation,
the supreme
dignity
of rest!
Get back, you thirsty tigers,
you throngs of bloody flies,
get back, you black underbrush
of ghostly leaves,
get back, you deep waters,
you iron leaves,
you eternal snakes,
amid the thunderclaps
there is a chair,
for me, for all of us,
a chair not only
to relieve
a fatigued body
but
for everything
and everyone,
for strength lost
and contemplation found.
War is as wide as the dark jungle.
Peace
begins
with
a single
chair.

Ode to Walt Whitman
I don’t know
at what age,
or where,
in the great wet South
or on the fearsome coast
beneath the brief
scream of the seagulls,
I touched a hand and it was
the hand of Walt Whitman:
I stepped on the earth
with bare feet
and walked across the grasslands,
across the firm dew
of Walt Whitman.
Through
all my early
years
that hand came with me,
that dew,
his solid fatherly pine,
his expanse of prairie,
his mission of circulating peace.
Without
disdain
for the gifts
of the earth,
the capital’s
abundant curves,
or the purple
initial
of wisdom,
you
taught me
to be an American,
you lifted my eyes
to books,
toward
the treasure
of the grain:
broad poet,
across the
clarity

of the plains,
you made me see
the high mountain
as my guardian.
Out of the subterranean
echo
you collected
everything
for me,
everything that grew,
you gathered the harvest
galloping through the alfalfa,
cut the poppies for me,
followed the rivers
to arrive in the kitchen
by afternoon.
But your shovel
brought more
than earth
to light;
you unearthed
humanity,
and the humiliated
slave
walked
with you, balancing
the black dignity of his stature,
conquering
joy.
You sent
a basket
of strawberries
to the stoker
down
in the boiler,
your verse
paid a visit
to every corner of your city
and that verse
was like a fragment
of your clean body,
like your own fisherman’s beard
or your legs of acacia in solemn stride.

Your shadow
of bard and nurse
moved among the soldiers,
the nocturnal caretaker
who knew
the sound
of dying breath
and waited with the dawn
for the absolutely silent
return
of life.
Good baker!
Elder first cousin
of my roots,
turret
of Chilean pine,
for
a
hundred
years
the wind has passed
over your growing grasslands
without
eroding your eyes.
These are new
and cruel years in your land:
persecution,
tears,
prison,
venomous weapons
and wrathful wars
have not crushed
the grass of your book,
the pulsing spring
of your fresh waters.
And oh!
those
who murdered
Lincoln
now
lie in his bed,
toppling
his chair
of fragrant wood

to raise a throne
spattered with blood and misfortune.
But
your voice
sings
in the train stations
on the edge of town,
your words
splash
like
dark water
across
the
loading docks
at night,
and your people,
white
and black,
poor
people,
simple
as all people
are simple,
do not forget
your bell:
they congregate singing
beneath
the magnitude
of your spacious life:
they walk among people
with your love
nurturing the pure evolution
of fraternidad across the earth.
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